Cohen, Mitch (1987) 
In West Berlin, this book's publication was announced on the invitation to the opening of an exhibit of Hauswald's photos in Galerie Pommersfeld.
Rathenau and Hauswald were to be present. At 11 AM on opening Sunday, TV and radio were taping, and the gallery was packed with so many of West Berlin's literary public that no one could move, let alone look at the pictures. East Berlin emigres and Western "GDR-buffs" were there in force, many -like myself -hoping to see and talk with a friend they are no longer allowed to visit.
But Rathenau and Hauswald hadn't been granted exit visas.
When the crowd thinned out an hour later, it was possible to look at the photos, a sampling from the collection contained in the book: architectural contrasts, street scenes, and people -lovers on subway stairs, an old grandmother amusedly blowing up a balloon at a street party, punks modelling punk outfits, a garbageman at work, Erich Honecker gesturing while giving a speech, an American soldier in front of the Anti-Fascist Monument, three subway riders captured as Diane Arbus might have seen them. Some of the book's corresponding reproductions are too small, sacrificing some of their effect.
Harald Hauswald is by now the young East German photographer, Lutz Rathenau by now the younq East German writer best-known in the West. Rathenau works ceaselessly to promote and publicize not only his work, but also the writings of a whole generation of younq East Germans, for whom he seems to function as".glearinq house and center for information and gossip.
Rathenau's short descriptions, anecdotes, and reflections in this book aren't captions, nor are Hauswald's photos illustrations, but their soft-spoken ironical mosaics of their city complement each other well. In contrast to many young East German writers, who, siqnificantly, are often in close association with young East German neo-expressionist painters, Rathenau is not an artist of temperament but of sensibility. The texts as well as the photos in the book are subjective in tone --personal reflections, observations, experiences, and family life are their meat -but objective in intent, seeking to document the city's character and atmosphere, rather than the artist's personality. Put another way, they let the city speak for itself, without pretending this were possible except through the medium of personal subjectivity. The style is relaxed, but seldom slack or banal; engaged, but never strident or humorless. The result is plasticity and authenticity, a book that reads like time one spends oneself in East Berlin.
One recognizes gestures, the smells and ambience of East Berlin streets, Kneipen, shops, the apartments, and one feels the rhythms of everyday life, everyday concerns, work, conversation, cultural and subcultural activity. Differences and --what the author and photographer are not in a position to know, but nevertheless make apparent -surprising similarities to West Berlin as well as the psychic omnipresence in the East of the tabooed "Anti- 
